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The Search for Commonality
in a Diverse World
PATRICK J. HILL

To be a Christian feminist is to be deluded For a woman to remain in the Catholic
Church is akin to a black person being in the Ku-Klux-Klan.
Mary Daly
Despite all our differences in political and philosophical views, in ideals and values, we
must remember one thing: we are all keepers of the flame of life handed down to us by
earlier generations.
Mikhail Gorbachev
Section I
I was in London last year during the elections. At that time, the English government was in the
process of denying a petition of the Irish people in England to be classified officially as a
minority and thus to be given the same access to the several privileges accorded persons more
acknowledgedly different from the British majority as the peoples from Jamaica and India. A
few days later, I met with theologians in Belfast who were struggling to rid their understanding of
Christianity from any essential connection to the partisan histories and cultures of the warring
factions of that troubled land.1 Subsequently, I visited with cousins in the south of Ireland who
had never questioned their identification with either a narrow strip of earth in the midlands of
Ireland or with just one of the partisan versions of the Christian message fueling the war to their
north. Back in the United States, the value of the seemingly provincial outlook of my cousins
was echoed by Native American philosopher Vine Deloria, who attacked the quest for universal

meaning and defended tribal meanings ultimately rooted in land and history as the sole source of
vitality in religions and philosophies.
The issues underlying the dynamics of Celtic and Native American societies are echoed
in many quarters. The concern of the Irish theologians to evolve a more civilizing religion is
paralleled in Gorbachev's reconciliatory speech in 1985 to the French parliament, quoted
above, in which capitalist and socialist societies were urged "to rise above our differences,"2 as it
is in Jesse Jackson's efforts to build coalitions among hitherto distant subcultures. In the other
direction, the separatist or decentralizing resistance to "false universalism" of the Irish in Britain
or of Native Americans is echoed in the feminist critique of patriarchal Christianity, the extent of
which is sampled in the above quotation from Mary Daly,3 and in the countless attempts within
our institutions, our nations, and our world to gain the space and liberty to articulate the dignity
of a new and different version of the human story. The issues were eloquently stated in John
McDermott's ground-clearing essay "The Community of Experience and Religious Metaphors."
[W]e come to the most crucial question in the problems of belief and
modern [men and women], namely: are we able to believe together as a
community without suppressing our differences? And can this belief have truly
religious significance for us, that is open us to the endowed and sacred quality of
all that is, while not yet offering a hierarchy of meanings, fixed or holy things
which divide us from our (brothers and sisters)? Can we actually celebrate this
belief? Celebrate it in the way of historical religion, that is liturgically, or in the
way of contemporary protest movements, with song and ritual born of
adversity? Or is it to remain an abstract goal, a containment keeping us from
destroying each other but without building new symbols of human solidarity and
affection?4
The present essay is a reflection in a Deweyan vein on the search for commonality in an
increasingly diverse world. I seek to clarify the nature of that search, to distinguish it from both
sentimental and illiberal quests for a less complex and more manageable world, and to reflect
within the framework of democratic values on what it makes sense to do and not to do in that
search.
Section II
I begin with three preliminary observations of a general sort. The first observation, the most
abstract of the paper, concerns the nature of commonality and diversity, or sameness and
difference. Commonality or its opposite is not an objective property of two or more objects or
groups or beliefs or belief-systems Instead, it is a judgment that we make in assimilating two or
more things for some particular purpose and in some particular context. Further, sets of belief
that appear dissimilar in one context may appear virtually identical in another. Baptists and
Catholics could be said to have extremely dissimilar spiritualities but seem in comparison with
Judaism to share the most fundamental and animating beliefs. All three religions in comparison
with secular humanism seem more similar than different in crucial respects; and yet Marxists and

Christians in Nicaragua find much in common and appear to the established order as part of a
single conspiracy.5
This sort of contextual analysis, secondly, needs to be extended from the nature of
assimilating and differentiating judgments to the value we attribute to commonality and diversity.
In those parts of the world where our lives are characterizable as isolated and alienated, and in
those global regions where nothing seems as pressing as agreement on nuclear disarmament or
environmental endangerment or the senseless starvation of children, it is hard to resist believing
that a commitment to community is unqualifiedly valuable and that only the selfish withhold such
a commitment. It is easy, further, to believe that what is common is inherently more valuable and
even more self-defining than what is diverse and unshared.
We will, in my judgment, make no progress in forging a concept of community
appropriate to the contemporary world unless we abandon the notion that what is common is
inherently more valuable than what is diverse. It is that assumption that has led many people to
characterize the notion of community as essentially illiberal if not totalitarian. The messy truth is
this: sometimes what is common is more important for some purposes than what is diverse, and
sometimes the opposite is true. Moreover, even when the case seems strongest for the greater
importance of what is held in common, it will often seem otherwise to other groups. The
comparative noninvolvement of the minority populations of this country in the nuclear
disarmament issue is a case in point.
The third observation, an implication of the previous two, might be described as the
rationalist assumption about the importance of an articulated set of beliefs or doctrines in the
generation and sustaining of community. Philosophers and theologians are understandably
preoccupied with this dimension of communal life, but it is indeed only one dimension. In some
contexts, e.g., the Husserl Society, a shared set of beliefs is necessary and perhaps nearly a
sufficient condition for sustaining a viable community. In other contexts, shared beliefs may be at
most a necessary condition for sustaining community. More complicatedly still, communities can
be sustained with remarkable diversity of belief, and pressures toward unanimity of belief are
not welcomed. Lastly, as an important instance of the two previous observations and of the
overall role of ideas in history, one and the same articulation of what unites can be ignored for
decades or centuries only to become in another period a revitalization of an ancient community
or the generating insight of a new one. The rationalist assumption might be regarded as benign
did it not detract attention from those actions that might indeed be helpful in generating
perceptions of significant commonality in appropriate times and places.6
These observations suggest a clarification of what it is we are seeking — or ought to be
seeking — as we pursue the emergence of greater commonality. First, under what conditions do
commonalities come to be perceived by hitherto distant or dissimilar groups and judged by them
to be more important than (or attractively compatible with) the always present diversities?
Secondly, and as importantly, what if anything can or ought to be done in this or that
circumstance to hasten the emergence of shared perceptions of significant commonality?7

Section III
How did the Germans and the French come to see themselves as Europeans, or (almost as
amazingly) how did Virginians and West Virginians come to see themselves as Americans? Even
a rudimentary understanding of the conditions under which commonalities come to be perceived
and judged to be more important than differences would require a full-length interdisciplinary
study. Here, more for the sake of clarifying the nature of the inquiry than for answering the
question, I mention but a few of the often neglected factors that are relevant in the formation and
sustenance of the perception of significant commonality.
(1) A common enemy. Few things make our differences seem as
insignificant as a threat from the outside, The unifying impact of war upon
hitherto diverse societies has attracted the sustained attention of sociologists of
community.8 In a more recent example, Jesse Jackson's division of the world
into the barracudas and the little fish enabled many white farmers to identify with
other exploited people whom they had hitherto scorned.
(2) The challenge of a cooperative adventure. Given the opportunity
to participate in a gripping adventure that requires our cooperation, our energies
focus on the goal and only incidentally upon our differences. This insight
underlaid the team-building efforts of Willi Unsoeld's "Outward Bound"
program. Eric Hoffer, among others. called our attention to the extraordinary
drop-off in energy and cooperation when the task turned from that of building
an institution to that of maintaining it.
(3) The intolerability of continuing the enmity. All negotiators
understand that the perception of differences will change over time as the
consequences of rigidity mount. Peacemakers in Belfast elicit their greatest
response following incidents that make it obvious that the violence will not end.
Gorbachev hopes that capitalist and socialist societies have reached the point of
intolerability.
(4) The passage of time. What Kuhn said about changes in the thinking
of scientists applies to the thought patterns of many groups. If the source of
continuing enmity has been removed, the children will feel less strongly about the
difference for which their fathers fought.
This incomplete list of conditions under which perceptions of significant commonality
emerge might provide a useful framework for a research agenda. More interestingly, perhaps, is
the extent to which the list provides any guidance for action. The unifying impact of a common
enemy has been used to manipulate whole populations into concerted action. Less destructively,
the adventure of artificially created danger has been used to build at least temporary

communities based upon the need under those circumstances to trust one's companions. Two
ethical constraints come immediately to mind when we begin to think about employing any of
these insights. The first constraint is that we are committed to respecting the value of diversity.
Secondly and relatedly, we are operating within the context of democratic values. Together the
constraints amount to a prohibition--more or less absolute -- of manipulative techniques or
solutions imposed without the consent of the diverse other.
Where does that leave us? In the hands of the gods, some will answer. Although
acknowledging in the end some important extent to which the emergence of community,
depends on factors other than our efforts, there is yet much that creative intelligence can
contribute to the emergence of the perception of significant commonality. I list below three such
contributions.
(1) Intellectual, artistic, and political vision. Despite the rationalist
assumption described above, intellectuals, artists, and politicians frequently
contribute to the perception of significant commonality in forging visions that
challenge us to we ourselves as more like than unlike other groups. In the
context of Northern Ireland, Daniel Martin and Ian Adamson have articulated
broader reconciling identities for the warning factions: the former through Celtic
spirituality that predates any version of Christianity.9 the latter through the
shared history and geographical uniqueness of the land of Ulster.10 In the
context of sectarian religion, Thomas Berry has bypassed sterile ecumenism in
proposing in a Teilhardian vein that we view the universe itself as "the primary
religious reality" and the diversity of religious experience not as a hindrance to
religious goals but as an enrichment and a resource for sustaining the asymmetry
and unbalance characteristic of life and creativity.11 "The power of these visions,
important as they are philosophically, theologically and even politically, are but
one dimension, perhaps not even a necessary much less a sufficient dimension
for many people, in effecting the emergence of widespread perceptions of
significant commonality among hitherto distant or conflicting peoples."
(2) Shared purposes. We need not sit upon our hands waiting for some
environmental catastrophe to engulf distant or warring parties. We can seek to
identify interests that are: shared: not what ought to be shared, but which are de
facto shared by the separate parties. In Northern Ireland, Catholics and
Protestants have cooperated in caring for the children of victims of the war. In
many states of this country, majority and minority populations are cooperating in
addressing a problem that threatens the survival of business, the university, and
the minority populations: namely, the alarming nonretention rate of our students
of color in secondary schools. For these purposes, we are in the same boat.
Out of such cooperation may emerge fewer hard-edged conceptions of the
separateness of our identities.

(3) Creating conditions of reciprocity. The problem of effecting a
perception of significant commonality was addressed explicitly by Dewey for
one specific context: namely, education. What he said is of course limited by
that context, but it is nonetheless instructive. In a passage that I regard as the
single most important insight about our quest for commonality, Dewey wrote:
"Setting up conditions which stimulate certain visible and tangible ways of acting
is the first step. Making the individual a sharer or partner in the associated
activity so that he feels its success as his success, its failure as his failure, is the
completing step. As soon as he is possessed by the emotional attitude of a
group, he will be alert to recognize the special ends at which it aims and the
means employed to secure success. His beliefs and ideas, in other words, will
take a form similar to those of others in the group."12
Two important suggestions of this passage deserve our attention.
(1) Obviously, it has to he adapted to be relevant to nonclassroom
situations. In trying to effect a common political agenda regarding nuclear
disarmament, those who are already committed to the importance of that issue
are not in the relationship of teacher to child with respect to those who regard
the unemployment of Catholics in Northern Ireland or apartheid in South Africa
as the most important issue. But in this situation and in the educational context,
them is a disparate set of evaluations that, according to Dewey, can be made
similar (though not necessarily preserving the preexisting valuations of either
party) to the extent than conditions are established that effect what Dewey
refers to as "reciprocity of interests."13 The claim, of course, is not that a
reciprocity of interests preexists but that if conditions are established that confer
the status of partner on the diverse other, then in time them will emerge a
framework of shared beliefs and valuations (within which even greater diversity
might still flourish). What it means to confer the status of partner will vary greatly
from the context of the classroom to international relations to male-female
relations in churches and temples. What is important in any of these efforts to
secure a perception of significant commonality is a movement away from a
monological or hierarchical transmission of information and away as well from
mere dialogue toward the actual creation of the material conditions of genuine
partnership. This will allow the participants in the associated activity to perceive
themselves as having a significant voice and stake in defining a common future.14
(2) For this transformation of the watch for a common faith, of the quest
for shared perceptions of significant commonality, to be accepted. at least two
additional issues of a profound sort would have to be faced. The most obvious
would be the willingness of those in positions of power and authority to create
with appropriate haste, conditions of genuine partnership for those currently in
excluded or subordinate positions. The second, a function of the nature of one's

vision of the future, would be the question of whom to include in the associated
activities The interplay of power and vision is exemplified in Denis Goulet's
perhaps generalizable reflections on First World-Third World relations.
"Wisdom for our times can only emerge from creative dialogue-conducted in the
mode of reciprocity-between 'old' and 'new' societies. Such reciprocity can only
be achieved if all patterns of domination, cultural no less than economic,are
abolished."15
Section IV
In the rephrasing of the search for commonality, we asked above, what if anything can or ought
to be done in this or that circumstance to hasten the emergence of shared perceptions of
significant commonality? We have addressed the question of what could be done. Were we to
ignore the question of what ought to be done, we would be contributing to the perpetuation of
the tendency to regard what is common as more important than what is diverse or separate.
Those who have participated in any attempt to define a new identity or a new movement
or a new society recognize the need for isolation from at least the dominating other and perhaps
from all but those of an extreme like-mindedness. In that isolation, one defines a different
agenda and gains support and time and opportunities to create without the distraction of the
other's incomprehension, impatience, curiosity, and judgment. The isolation is, at least
temporarily, a source of creativity and vitality. Despite the importance in many contexts of what
we all share as human beings, or as believers in one or another form of divine presence, there is
a more pressing and equally religious imperative, "Women in contemporary churches are
suffering from linguistic deprivation and eucharistic famine. They can no longer nurture their souls
in alienating words that ignore or systematically deny their existence. They are starved for the
words of life, for symbolic forms that fully and wholeheartedly affirm their personhood and
speak truth about the evils of sexism and the possibilities of a future beyond patriarchy. They
desperately need primary communities that nurture their journey into wholeness, rather than
constantly negating and thwarting it."16
In a democratic society, the search for commonality must celebrate-not just tolerateseparate or newly separating "primary communities." They are to be encouraged, not only as a
political right but, more importantly, in the sense that our commonality will eventually be
enriched by their exploration. There are excesses to be avoided, as Dewey noted, particularly
those that threaten the existence of other communities-in that sense, the recognition of our
abstract commonality remains important-and those that might yield a systematic or long-term
isolation from other communities. 17
In the end, no matter how burning the thirst for commonality or reconciliation, no matter
how great the need for concerted action, once those who are searching within the context of
democratic values for commonality have exhausted creative options such as those listed above,

it ought to be accepted and even celebrated that the time is not yet ripe, And in that limited
sense, the matter is not entirely in our hands.
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